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Abstract — In this work, we present a new dual-differential 

full-adder bit-slice design that can be used for implementing 

circuits with Concurrent Error Detection (CED) capability.  

The proposed design is suitable to realize applications 

needing diagnostics and maintenance in the field. The 

proposed design used a mixed DPL/PTL logic style design, 

requires only 24 transistors, and provides dual-differential 

outputs. To prove the proposed design efficiency, the circuit 

is designed and simulated using the standard 32 nm 

technology node. The proposed scheme can be used to 

ameliorate the circuit fault detection, fault-masking, and then 

fault tolerance capability. By using the proposed full-adder 
bit-slice, we have implemented and simulated a 4-bit ripple 

carry adder design realized using a mixed CMOS/DPL/PTL 

logic style design. The simulation results prove the 

acceptable electrical behavior of the implemented 4-bit 

ripple carries adder design. 

Keywords — full-adder; dual-differential; CED; 32nm 

technology node;  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the very large scale integration densities, integrated 

circuits design has been and still is an actual challenge to 

ensure the needed level of accuracy and reliability. In fact, the 

CMOS technology continues to be the dominant hardware 

design solution because of its several advantages such as low 

power and cost, high operating clock and density, 

performance, and, especially, manufacturing designer's 
experience [1]. However, with the continuous scaling of 

CMOS devices, the exponential increase in power density has 

elevated the temperature of the on-chip system [2]. In fact, the 

leakage currents responsible for power dissipation increased 

significantly in advanced CMOS technologies, and designers' 

effort has been concentrated in order to develop design 

techniques for power saving [3]-[6]. Thus, for digital circuits, 

the power density increasing is a real problem that leads to 

very high temperatures and can affect the correct system 

behavior. Therefore, VLSI circuits have become more 

susceptible to transient faults, and reliability concerns are 

pronounced more strongly for all computing systems [7]. 
Consequently, elaborating efficient and reliable designs is an 

important challenge for embedded systems with safety-critical 

constraints. In fact, the complexity of deep sub-micron VLSI 

circuits causes faults to occur during the normal circuit 

operation, and many of these faults (such as transient ones) 

cannot be detected using offline testing techniques. However, 

many critical faults might be detected in real-time during the 

normal circuit operation [8]. In fact, transient faults are 

becoming an increasingly serious concern which makes 

concurrent checking more attractive thanks to its capability of 

detecting transient faults occurring in a circuit while operating 

normally. The Concurrent Error Detection (CED) capability is 

the property of verifying the circuit’s delivered results during 

its normal operation. The CED capability offers the 

possibility of self-diagnosis and self-correction for designs 
used in critical application domains needing great reliability 

levels [9]. In this work, we have firstly proposed a new dual-

differential full adder bit-slice design using a mixed Double 

Pass-transistor Logic (DPL)/PTL Pass-transistor Logic (PTL) 

style design.  The proposed full adder implementation can be 

used for schemes using the dual duplication code. To 

demonstrate the proposed design efficiency, the circuit is 

implemented using the full-custom 32 nm technology 

generation. The circuit SPICE simulations extracted from the 

layout and including parasitic, prove that the proposed circuit 

has a conformed electrical behavior. In order to evaluate the 
efficiency of our proposed design, faults are voluntarily 

injected into the circuit’s layout. According to the dual-

differential full adder simulation results, the proposed 

architecture shows a trade-off between area overhead and 

CED capability. Finally, by using the proposed full adder bit-

slice, we have proposed and implemented a 4-bit ripple carry 

adder design. The paper is organized as follows. The CED-

based fault-tolerant systems are presented in section 2. 

Section 3 and 4 describe the proposed design and provide 

simulation results. Finally, conclusions are summarized in 

section 5. 

II. CED-BASED FAULT-TOLERANT SYSTEMS 

The incapability to exactly control the fabrication process at 

deep-submicron technology nodes causes process variations 

[10]. So, at small-feature technologies with low voltage levels, 

devices are more susceptible to permanent and transient faults. 
As a consequence, the fault-tolerance property could be used 

for tolerating faults within safety-critical system designs. 

Therefore, building CED fault-tolerant devices is crucial for 

safety-critical applications to assure the correctness of the 

https://ijettjournal.org/archive/ijett-v69i12p231
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computed result even with the presence of permanent and/or 

transient faults [11, 12]. In the following sections, we will 

enumerate some CED techniques that can be used in order to 

make the circuit more tolerant to transient and permanent 

faults.  

A. The hardware redundancy CED technique 

For most safety-critical applications, the corresponding 

level of safety needs to detect any single fault which comes 

out while operating normally. To assure this online fault 

detection property, we may use the CED approaches. In fact, 

hardware redundancy is the most primary CED technique. 

Figure 1 illustrates a hardware redundancy example, which is 

the Dual Modular Redundancy (DMR). For this form of 

hardware redundancy, two identical hardware copies (module 

1 and module 2) are used concurrently to execute the same 

data computation, and the two obtained results are compared, 

and then any discrepancy is considered an error [13].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. A duplex system 
 

The major problem with this technique is its impact on 

physical weight, size, power consumption, and cost. The Dual 

Modular Redundancy method requires 100% area overhead to 
achieve the self-checking capability for hardware units, which 

is not an ideal solution for constrained resource designs. 

B.  The temporal redundancy CED technique 

The time redundancy CED technique can be used to cut 

down the amount of area overhead induced by hardware 

redundancy techniques but uses extra time. However, for 

applications with real-time constraints, additional time may 

be more catastrophic than extra hardware [14]. The temporal 

redundancy concept is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The temporal redundancy technique                       

C. The dual duplicated CED technique 

The dual duplicated scheme is a well-known self-checking 

circuit design methodology. By using this design 

methodology, a circuit is divided into its constituent 

functional blocks, where each of these blocks is implemented 
according to the structures illustrated in Figure 3. This 

technique implements functional blocks generating outputs 

according to an error detecting code. The concurrent error 

detection is ensured using a checker added to monitor the 

codded outputs [15]. Self-checking circuits elaborate online 

testing during the normal operation mode of a system 

without applying any extra tests [16]. Also, being Totally 

Self-checking (TSC), the considered circuit can immediately 

detect the error of an electronic system to avoid data damage 

or the malfunction of a function circuit. The basic structure 

of TSC circuits is given in Fig. 1. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.  The totally self-checking circuit basic structure 
 

Hence, the TSC capability can enhance the reliability of 

an electronic system, i.e., using TSC may reduce the damage 
of the electronic system to the lowest as we wish. A circuit is 

TSC if both the functional block and the checker are TSC. A 

functional bloc is TSC if it is fault secure and self-testing. The 

checker compares two input words that should normally be 

complementary and generate dual functions and determines 

whether the circuit output is valid or not [17]. In fact, 

designing efficient adders with fault tolerance capability is of 

great importance [18].  Therefore, the proposed dual-

differential full-adder design is suitable for implementing 

self-checking functional blocks by providing dual-differential 

outputs to be used by a Code checker circuit in order to 
determine whether the circuit’s output is a valid code-word or 

not [19, 20]. 

III. THE PROPOSED DUAL DIFFERENTIAL SELF-

CHECKING ADDER 
A Full Adder is a three-input two-output circuit, where Ai 

and Bi are the inputs to be summed, Ci is the carry input bit 

which derives from the calculations of the previous sum 

operation. The circuit outputs are Si, the result of the current 

sum operation, and Cout, the carry output value.  

Si=AiBiCi 

Couti=(AiBi)~.Ai+(AiBi).Ci 

In fact, exclusive OR (denoted XOR) and exclusive NOR 

(denoted XNOR) gates are well known for their important 

role in self-checking adders and arithmetic units implemented 
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with the dual duplication technique. The XOR/XNOR 

functions can be implemented using different logic style 

designs such as pass-transistor logic, double pass transistor 

logic, transmission gates, and static CMOS logic [11-12]. The 

proposed dual differential full adder design is performed 
using our dual-differential XOR/XNOR gate proposed in 

previous work [9] and illustrated by Figure 4.  

 

Fig.4.The XOR-XNOR implementation with duplicated 

output computation 

As illustrated in Figure 5, The XOR-XNOR gate has dual 

inputs (Ai, Ai~) and (Bi, Bi~) and generates the (XOR1, 

XNOR1)  and (XOR2, XNOR2) dual duplicated outputs. The 

XOR-XNOR circuit design is carried out using eight MOS 

transistors. In this case, the fault-tolerance property is ensured 

by using a dual duplicated CED technique by providing 

duplicated dual outputs by using two-path output 
computations. The first path gives the first dual outputs 

(XOR1, XNOR1), while the second one provides the second 

dual outputs (XOR2, XNOR2). As indicated, the XOR-

XNOR outputs are carried out using two different paths. The 

XOR1 and XNOR1 outputs, described by equations (1) and 

(2), are obtained From the first path.  

       XOR1.= AB=A~B + A(B~) = Pi1                       (1) 

             XNOR1.=(AB)~= AB + A~(B~)= Pi1~     (2) 

 

For this first path, the dual inputs are (A, A~) and (B, B~) 

such that B~ is obtained from the input B. Therefore, the 

current design will be insensitive to different types of errors 

affecting the input B~.  The XOR2 and XNOR2 outputs, 
described by equations (3) and (4), are obtained using a 

second path. For the second path, the dual inputs are (A, A~) 

and (B, B~) such that A~ is obtained from the input A. 

Therefore, the circuit will be insensitive to any errors 

affecting the input A~. 

             XOR2.= AB=(A~)B + AB~ = Pi2                      (3)   

             XNOR2.=(AB)~= AB + (A~)B~ = Pi2~      (4) 

Therefore, if an error occurs, it will affect only one path, 

and the error can be revealed by verifying the 

complementarity between each (XOR, XNOR) output. The 

XOR-XNOR circuit is implemented in a full-custom 32 nm 

technology node [21]. The circuit SPICE simulations, 

extracted from the layout, are performed to prove that the 

circuit has a conformed electrical behavior.  SPICE 

simulation of the circuit without any fault is illustrated in Fig. 
5. From the simulation results, we can remark that the 

obtained outputs are complementary. In addition, we must 

note that the current design doesn’t generate degraded signals 

but produces strong 0’s and 1’s. This is very important for 

deep-submicron technologies having low voltage levels and 

small noise margins.  

 

Fig. 5. The XOR-XNOR SPICE simulation in 32nm technology 
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As specified in the previous section, the XOR-XNOR 

structure is the basic brick of the implemented full adder 

circuit. In the following, we will explain all the building 
blocks of the proposed dual-differential full-adder design.  

A. The dual differential XOR-XNOR function 

In the following figure, we implement (Pi1, Pi1~) and (Pi2, 

Pi2~) using the xor-xnor gate such that Pi1=Pi2=AiBi and 

Pi1~=Pi2~=(AiBi)~. 

Fig.6 .The dual differential  XOR/XNOR implementation 

(Pi1, Pi1~) or (Pi2, Pi2~) signals and the dual carry inputs (Ci, 

Ci~) will be the inputs of the second differential XOR/XNOR 

gate that will generate the dual sum function outputs as 

illustrated in Figure 6.  

B.  The dual differential sum function 

As shown in Figure 7, the second dual differential 
XOR/XNOR performs (Si1, Si1 ~) and (Si2 , Si2~ )   the dual 

differential sum function outputs such that  Si1= Si2= Pi1Ci  

and  Si1~ = Si2 ~ = (Pi1Ci) ~ . 

Fig.7. The dual differential SUM function 

implementation 

C. THE Dual differential CARRY GATE DESIGN 

The static CMOS differential carry gate design produces only 

Couti and Couti ~ differential outputs and used 20 transistors 

[21]. In this work, the dual differential carry outputs are 

performed in pass transistor technology, and only 8 
transistors are required to implement the dual differential 

carry outputs (Couti1, Couti2, Couti1~, and Couti12~) which provide 

a significant gain in hardware overhead compared to CMOS 

counterparts. In fact, in literature, the Pass-Transistor Logic 

style design is suitable as fewer transistors are needed to 

perform important logic functions; it is also faster than 

conventional CMOS. In addition, the proposed dual 

differential carry gate doesn’t generate degraded signals 

because it uses the dual differential inputs (Pi1, Pi1~) and (Pi2, 

Pi2~) such that each input is performed using a different path. 

Figure 8 illustrates the implemented dual differential carry 

gate. 

Fig.8. The dual differential Carry function 

implementation 

 

The described dual carry gate is used to produce the dual 

differential carry outputs of the proposed full adder design. 

Figure 9 gives the scheme of the self-checking full adder. 

This dual-differential implementation needs only 24 

transistors. Commonly designers used CMOS inverters to 

restore degraded signals, which is noted the case for our 

proposed bit-slice design. 
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Fig.9. The proposed dual differential full adder (24 transistors) 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION 

RESULTS 

The proposed dual differential full adder design is 

implemented in full-custom 32 nm technology. The dual 

differential full adder layout is given in Figure 10. The 

circuit SPICE Simulation in the absence of any fault is 

illustrated by Figure 11. The simulation results prove that the 
circuit has an acceptable electrical behavior.  

 

 

 

AS illustrated by Figure 11, the dual differential adder circuit 

generates dual differential outputs which are the dual 

differential XOR/XNOR outputs: (Pi1, Pi1~) and (Pi2, Pi2~), 

the dual differential sum signals outputs (Si1, Si1 ~) and (Si2, 

Si2~) and the dual differential carry outputs (Couti1, Couti1~)  

and (Couti2, Couti12~). 
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Fig.10. The layout of the dual differential full adder in full-custom 32 nm process technology 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 11.   The proposed dual-differential full-adder SPICE simulation results in 32nm technology 

 

In order to verify the circuit’s CED capability, we simulate 

the dual-differential full-adder bit-slice design in the 

presence of faults. Faults can be voluntarily and manually 

injected into the circuit's physical layout. In this case, the 

fault injected in  

the primary input is (Ai = Ai~), which can be the permanent 

or   

transient fault. The considered SPICE simulations are shown 

in Figure 12, while Table 1 summarizes the dual-differential 

full-adder internal states and outputs with   (Ai=Ai~).
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Fig. 12.   The proposed dual-differential full-adder SPICE simulation results with an injection of primary fault (Ai=Ai~) 
 

TABLE I.  THE DUAL-DIFFERENTIAL FULL-ADDER INTERNAL STATES AND OUTPUTS RESPONSE  WITH   

(Ai=Ai~)

Inputs 

 

  Ai ~   Bi   Bi~   Ci  

Ci~ 

Internal states  

 

Outputs Conclusion 

  Pi1  

Pi1~ 

   Pi2  

Pi2~ 

Si1 

Si1~ 

Si2 

Si2~ 

Couti1   

Couti1 ~ 

Couti2  

Couti2 ~ 

     0     0       0      1      

0    1 

0  0 0  1 0  0 0  1 0  1 0  0 fault detected and corrected 

     0     0       0      1      

1    0 

0  0 0  1 0  0 1  0 0  0 0  0 fault detected 

     0     0       1      0      

0    1 

0  0 1  0 0  0 1  0 0  1 0  1 fault detected and corrected 

     0     0       1      0      

1    0 

0  0 1  0 0  0 0  1 0  0 1  0 fault detected and corrected 

     1     1       0      1      

0    1 

1  1 1  0 1  1 1  0 0  1 0  1 fault detected and corrected 

     1     1       0      1      

1    0 

1  1 1  0 1  1 0  1 1  1 1  0 fault detected and corrected 

     1     1       1      0      

0    1 

1  1 0  1 1  1 0  1 0  1 1  1 fault detected and corrected 

     1     1       1      0      

1    0 

      1  1 0  1 1  1 1  0 1  1  1  1 fault detected 
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The primary fault injection (Ai=Ai~) results in a non-valid 

code word and produces no complementary outputs, as 

shown in table 1. In fact, when the fault is injected, the dual 

differential outputs (Si1/Si1~ and Si2/Si2~) and carry 

(Couti1/Couti1~ and Couti2/Couti2~) don’t remain 
complementary, which indicate a non-valid code. As seen in 

the table above, the fault is detected for all cases and 

corrected in the majority of cases. 

The ripple carries adder is the simplest and the most common 

type of multiple-bit adder circuit [23]. However, it is not 

preferred in many applications because of its high latency 

[24]. We have chosen this adder deliberately in order to study 

the effect of carrying propagation on the output signals 

Using the proposed dual-differential full-adder design, we 

have realized a dual-differential 4-bit ripple carry adder. The 

4-bit adder block diagram is illustrated in Figure 13. The 4-

bit dual differential full adder of Figure 13 is implemented in 

full-custom 32nm CMOS technology at a 0.8V power supply 
[21]. The circuit SPICE simulations, extracted from the 

layout, are illustrated by Figures 15 and 16, while the layout 

is given by Figure 14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.13.  The 4-bit dual differential adder block diagram 

Fig.14.  The 4-bit RCA layout design 

The described RCA design is implemented in full-custom 32 

nm technology. The circuit SPICE Simulation in the absence 

of any fault is illustrated in Figures 15 and 16. The 

simulations results demonstrate that the implemented circuit 

has an acceptable electrical behavior.  
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Fig. 15.   The 4-bit ripple carry adder design SPICE simulation results in 32nm technology: the dual differential sum 

outputs 

 
 

 

                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 16.   The 4-bit ripple carry adder design SPICE simulation results in 32nm technology:  All dual differential carry 

outputs
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V. CONCLUSION 

The difficulty to exactly control the fabrication process at 

deep-submicron technology nodes causes process variation 

and makes the elaborated devices more vulnerable to 

transient and permanent faults. As a consequence, fault-
tolerant techniques should be used for tolerating faults within 

safety-critical system designs and ensuring the correctness of 

the computed results even in the presence of permanent and 

transient failures. A self-checking circuit is carried out using 

functional blocks performed based on the dual 

complementation of each basic function; it has dual inputs 

and generates dual outputs. In this paper, we proposed a new 

dual-differential full-adder bit-slice implementation using the 

dual-differential duplication code. This scheme is based on a 

mixed DPL/PTL logic style design and requires only 24 

transistors. By using the proposed full-adder bit-slice, we 

have implemented and simulated a 4-bit ripple carry adder 
design realized using a mixed CMOS/DPL/PTL logic style 

design. Simulation results demonstrate the acceptable 

electrical behavior of the dual- differential full-adder bit-slice 

and the 4-bit ripple carry adder design implemented both 

using the 32 nm technology node. 
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